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Bayat Legal Services Pro Bono legal advice on
Canadian immigration for skilled workers
Are you aspiring to live your dream in Canada!
Bayat Legal Services has launched a "Pro Bono" program giving OFWs and others FREE legal advice on how to
apply and process an application for skilled migrants. They are also providing guidance and equipment to apply.
Fulfill your aspirations to earn Canadian PERMANENT RESIDENT and CITIZENSHIP.
Bayat Legal Services is a law firm backed by almost three decades of serving Filipinos and other expats in GCC to
move toward Canada and other countries around the world.
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Dear Editor,

Vince Ang
General Manager

Now that it’s back to school season, all the more that we residents need to adhere to safety precautions
against coronavirus disease (COVID-19). A lot of people have become complacent just because the leaders and

Mark Nituma
Editorial Director

FILIPINO PARENTS IN UAE PREFER
EDUCATION WITH CAUTION

10

the authorities have been competent in their decisions against the disease but they don’t realize that they are
the biggest contributor to the success of the UAE’s fight against the virus. I speak for many when I say that it is

Neil Bie
Assistant Editor

time we set aside what’s convenient and comfortable for our children. I am thankful that the schools are doing
everything they can to ensure that they provide a safe environment for the students. But at the same time, I

Jamille Domingo
Reporter

Most Filipino schools in the UAE reveal that 9 out of 10 parents
opt for a remote learning during the start of the new academic
year to safeguard their children’s safety amidst COVID-19.
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know that I also have to do my part to ensure that nothing bad happens to them especially during this period.
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Infrastructure and Facility, Department of
Education and Knowledge and Dr. Khawla Al
Saeedi, Chairperson, Emirates Autism Society
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TFT TRENDS AND HASHTAGS
Top 5 trending stories that broke the Internet this week
Employer’s son who broke OFW’s nose
gets six-month detention in reformative
center
A youth who hurled a metal mug at his
family’s Filipina maid in Singapore has got his
comeuppance.
Ng Jia Sheng, now 20, will be detained for six months
at a reformative training center two years after a case
was filed against him by Estabillo Soledad Agustin, 40.

OFW’s homecoming turns into a sad reunion with mother
who can no longer recognize her
A supposed happy reunion between an overseas Filipino worker (OFW) and
her mother turned into a tearful scenario.
Gem Comiso, an OFW caregiver for nine years, could no longer be
recognized by her mother due to dementia, a condition defined by
the World Health
Organization (WHO) as
“a syndrome in which
there is deterioration
in memory, thinking,
behavior and the ability
to perform everyday
activities.”
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Abu Dhabi-based OFW father of Lloyd Cadena devastated over son’s
death
Jun ‘Khalid’ Cadena, the father
of Youtube star Lloyd Cadena
made an emotional vlog over
his son’s death. The overseas
Filipino worker (OFW) based in
Abu Dhabi said learning about
his son’s death is the saddest
day of his life.

Pinoy captain of
missing cargo
ship in Japan due
to come home to
meet 4-month-old
son for the first
time

‘Bati na sa wakas’: Vlogger couple
China and Tim Sawyer exchanged ‘I
love yous’ on Raffy Tulfo show
Previously, vloggers China Roces and Tim Sawyer
who took their quarrel to the program of Raffy
Tulfo showed no sign of patching things up, but all
ends well in today’s episode of the show.

Marielle Chunanon,
the partner of the ship
captain of the missing cargo ship in Japan, revealed
to Reuters that her partner Dante Addug—the captain
Gulf Livestock 1 that reportedly sank in Southern
Japan due to Typhoon Maysak—was set to come
home next month to meet his 4-month- old son for the
first time.
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Simpleng ulam na
lulutuin, mas lalong
pasasarapin
kasama ng Abevia!

Mabibili na sa inyong
pinakamalapit na suking tindahan.
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VACCINES
FOR ALL

NOW PART OF
UAE’S NAT’L
HEALTH STRATEGY
UAE’s new vaccination policy ensures no one is left behind
SCAN ME

TO READ THE
FULL STORY
The UAE’s vision to safeguard
everyone’s safety and wellbeing
is illuminated once again with the
introduction of the National Policy
on Vaccinations, a new measure to
ensure that high-quality vaccines for
communicable diseases—not just
COVID-19—would be widely available
for all citizens and residents.
The UAE Cabinet, chaired by

TFT Vol_7_issue_15.indd 4

His Highness Sheikh Mohammed
bin Rashid Al Maktoum, Vice
President, Prime Minister and
Ruler of Dubai approved the new
legislation that will reduce risks of
contracting communicable diseases
that stem from viruses through a
comprehensive framework that
covers all sectors of the public.
The policy provides a framework
that optimizes the coordination of
the health sector workers in the field
of immunization by following the
world’s standards in safety practices.
It would also promote a healthier
lifestyle among the community and
bring together the non-governmental
sector to provide sustainable and
top quality vaccination for the public
with awareness drives that stress
importance of vaccination for people
of all ages.

HISTORICAL VACCINATION
ACHIEVEMENTS
Prior to the launch of the National
Policy on Vaccination, the UAE has
proactively been engaging the
public on vaccination initiatives
particularly on diseases such as
hepatitis, measles, tetanus, polio,
seasonal influenza, and more for
children, the elderly and adults with
increased risks.
The Department of Health in
Abu Dhabi (DoH) said that the
UAE’s rate for infectious diseases
dropped dramatically in 1980
with the launch of the National
Immunization Program that
promotes vaccination for children
under 2 years of age. The UAE was
also declared polio-free in 2004
along with a dramatic decrease on
the incidence of measles, mumps,
rubella and pertussis cases.
In the fight against COVID-19,
the UAE is leading the world with
the launch of the first-ever Phase
III inactivated vaccine trials for the
coronavirus disease (COVID-19),
reaching more than double its
intended volunteers with a total of
31,000 participants from over 120
nationalities within a one-month
period from July to August.
“This achievement would not
have been possible without the
support of our wise leadership and
its continuous support of scientific
research in the healthcare sector.
This indeed is an accomplishment
in the field of healthcare and will

VICE PRESIDENT, PRIME MINISTER AND RULER OF DUBAI

HE SHEIKH MOHAMMED BIN RASHID AL MAKTOUM

UAE marked another
milestone in the
field of healthcare with the
national immunization policy
MINISTER OF HEALTH AND PREVENTION (MOHAP)
AND MINISTER OF STATE FOR
FEDERAL NATIONAL COUNCIL AFFAIRS

HE ABDUL RAHMAN BIN
MOHAMMED AL OWAIS

place our country at the forefront of
global research efforts to confront
this pandemic,” said H.E. Abdullah
bin Mohammed Al Hamed,
Chairman of DoH.
UNIFIED HEALTH TEAM
His Excellency Abdul Rahman
bin Mohammed Al Owais, Minister
of Health and Prevention (MOHAP)
and Minister of State for Federal
National Council Affairs, stated that

UAE marked another milestone
in the field of healthcare with the
national immunization policy. The
minister affirmed that this is an
important part of the country’s
preventive health roadmap that
will equip the UAE to counter
communicable diseases that the
world may encounter in the future.
The introduction of the policy
will also help the country plan and
draft related policies that will link

AT A GLANCE: OBJECTIVES OF THE
NATIONAL POLICY ON VACCINATIONS
Wide availability of vaccines
Quality and sustainability check on each vaccine
Awareness drives on importance of getting vaccinated
Amplify vaccine research and innovation programs
Outline policies to help public during cases of health
emergencies, disease outbreaks
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OFW volunteer shares UAE’s
COVID-19 vaccine trial journey

By Jamille Domingo

Another UAE-based Filipino has shared
her experience as one of the volunteers
for the Phase 3 of the clinical trial for
the coronavirus disease (COVID-19)
inactivated vaccine in the UAE.
Gara Lajara, a 33-year-old assistant
teacher in Abu Dhabi, said that she has
decided to take part in the clinical trial
because she believes in the efficacy
of the vaccine in keeping her and her
students safe.
“I want to make sure that I am
protected from the virus and I want my
students to be in safe hands. Also, this
is my contribution to the safety of the
community,” she said.
She also said that she is confident
about the UAE’s initiative against
COVID-19, from the strict measures
down to this vaccine mission.
“I feel safe and protected living in this
country. The UAE government has taken
strict measures and precautions against
COVID-19 to protect all the residents,”
noted Lajara.
Lajara said that when she arrived at
ADNEC for her first shot, she registered
with her Emirates ID and was given a

and align both government and
non-government agencies related
to drive the cause to combat and
anticipate the spread of viruses.
Health minister Al Owais assured
the public that MOHAP will
provide all resources necessary
for the UAE to achieve the desired
outcomes from the newly-launched
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manual for the procedure. She was then
taken to a doctor to explain the process
and was asked about her medical
background.
After receiving her first dose of the
vaccine, she was under observation
for the first 30 minutes to see any
immediate effects. She was also
provided a Vaccination Diary Card where
she will log her temperature, as well
as check if she develops skin rashes,
respiratory or general symptoms.
The nurse, she said, called her every
day to check if there are changes or
irregularities in her body.
“As of now, okay naman ako. Wala
akong nararamdamang kakaiba. I feel
healthy,” added Lajara.
The Filipina also commended the UAE
on this newest undertaking against the
virus, and hopes that the world follows
suit in order to finally kick the virus to
the curb.
“The UAE government has never
stopped progressing in its battle against
this virus. With the World’s First Phase III
Clinical Trial Inactivated Vaccine in UAE,
I hope the Philippines will follow soon.
This mission is absolutely inspiring for
other countries,” she said.

policy. Proper coordination with
health authorities of each emirate
will help the entire country in its
planning and implementation
of immunization services that
could serve as a model for other
countries to emulate on the
application of vaccines.

Five challenges for COVID-19 vaccine
For so long, vaccines have saved millions
of lives from deadly diseases that haunted
humanity across centuries. Without this
revolutionary shot, illnesses that we now see
as common sicknesses or bugs would still be
considered life-threatening.
Vaccines have taken the limelight again
as the world tries to navigate the effect of
coronavirus disease (COVID-19). This new
invisible foe has already infected millions
of people, killing hundreds of thousands
of lives across the globe, and eradicating
businesses and jobs worldwide. The need
to develop an efficient vaccine is clearly the
need of the hour.
While countries and companies have been
racing to find the best vaccine, experts admit
that there are many challenges that could
hamper its development. Here are a few:

1 IT MAY ONLY PROVIDE
BRIEF PROTECTION
In an analysis report released by Bloomberg
Businessweek, experts have warned that the
new vaccine currently under development
may only provide temporary protection—like
the annual influenza shot—unlike those that
eradicated polio and measles.

2

CHALLENGE FOR POOR PEOPLE
The poor are without a doubt the most affected
people in the world by the pandemic. Some are
afraid that vaccines that require multiple doses
will be hard to administer in developing and poor
countries—not to mention, unaffordable for families
below the poverty line.

3

BAD SIDE EFFECTS
There is also the risk of side effects, which can
bring more harm than good. Vaccines that have been
seemingly rushed may kill or affect some faculties of
their bodies beyond repair. For old people, who are
among the most vulnerable, experts say they may not
be able to handle big doses.

4

VACCINE NATIONALISM
Nationalism is deadly, even in vaccine
developments. Countries that are trying to
develop COVID-19 vaccine may prioritize
their people first rather than cooperating
with other nations to look for a faster and
better solution that will benefit everyone.

5

ANTI-VAXXERS
Of course, there is still the army of antivaxxers who continuously refuse to get
themselves or their children vaccinated.
Their ideologies may put a dampen on the
fight of the world against COVID-19.

Filipino frontliner couple from Al Ain among
By Neil Bie
UAE’s COVID-19 vaccine volunteers

Two Filipino nurses in the
UAE have joined the country’s
mission to find a COVID-19
vaccine by registering as
volunteers for the ongoing
Phase III trials in Abu Dhabi.
Rogelio Panganiban works
as an Emergency Medical
Technician at UAE’s National
Ambulance, while his wife,
Purple Jade, works as a nurse at
a government hospital in Al Ain
at Tawam Hospital.
Both Rogelio and Purple Jade
Panganiban had their first shot
of the vaccine last August 6.
“When we arrived in ADNEC
sobrang daming volunteer kaya
inabot kami ng 6 hours, ganun
kadami ang volunteers, different
nationalities…majority nga
locals dito, almost 70% so at the
back of my head just to calm my

nerves, ah ok this should be safe
kasi hindi naman mgvovolunteer
ang mga taga rito if unsafe,”
recalled Rogelio.
They stated that they didn’t feel
any of the anticipated symptoms
immediately, or even days after they
got their first shot.
“Honestly wala kaming
naramdaman after the shot, it’s
very light, kahit local reaction wala
talaga, mas heavy and painful pa
ang flu vaccine,” revealed Rogelio.
Rogelio praised his wife’s
courage to take part in the vaccine
trials as well as a medical frontliner
against the UAE’s battle against
COVID-19.
“I was hesitant when my wife told
me that she also want to get the
shot, I was afraid because I dont
want my wife to be sick – kung ako
lang it’s fine pero she insisted and

she was not afraid. Sabi niya why
be afraid now kung ilang beses
na siyang nagduty sa Covid
Ward. So we decided to join, of
course praying that sana this is
it. Sana ito na ung vaccine na
makakatulong sa mga tao pag
naging succesful after Phase III,”
said Rogelio.
He hopes that their fellow
frontliners keep up the fight,
stating that Filipino nurses have
a unique and genuine care that
spreads positivity.
He also thanked the UAE
government for giving them
the chance not only to serve as
frontliners, but to also give back
to the country that has provided
for them through the years.
“To our second home, UAE,
we are beyond grateful sa
opportunity na binigay sa amin..
na they offered the vaccine
trial not only for their citizens
but for all residents here
willing to help, it just shows the
enthusiasm and fairness of the
UAE government for all, which
relates to their campaign line “A
Shot 4 Humanity”. We feel safe
and taken care here in UAE,
Thank you from the bottom of
our hearts,” said Rogelio.
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Pfizer presents COVID-19 vaccine
proposal for Philippines
By Staff Report

International pharmaceutical
company Pfizer is currently in talks
with the Philippine government
to help the country secure
doses of the vaccine against the
coronavirus disease (COVID-19).
Department of Health (DOH)
Undersecretary Maria Rosario
Vergeire stated that top officials
from the pharmaceutical giant
presented their proposal during
a meeting with Health Secretary
Francisco Duque III together with
the Department of Science and
Technology Secretary Fortunato
de la Peña on September 4.
“The Philippines, through the
Secretary of Health and the
Secretary of the Department of
Science and Technology, talked
with them regarding this. There
will be an initial review… So we
don’t have a final agreement yet
with Pfizer,” said Vergeire during a
virtual press briefing.

Apart from Pfizer, several
representatives from the DOH
also met virtually with the Russian
embassy in Manila to discuss
an upcoming meeting between
the government and Gamaleya
Research Institute of Epidemiology
and Microbiology, the developer
of Moscow’s candidate vaccine
Sputnik V.
Russia was the first country in the

world to approve a vaccine against
the coronavirus, but has faced
skepticisms and doubts since the
vaccine had been approved by the
Russian government prior to phase
3 trials.
Reports from the official Sputnik
V website state that “postregistration clinical trials” began
on August 24 involving more than
40,000 people in Russia.

BY THE NUMBERS WORLDWIDE
As of September 9, 2020

TOP TOTAL
CONFIRMED CASES
WORLDWIDE:

TOTAL
DEATH TOLL:

TOTAL
RECOVERIES:

27,607,616

898,284

18,565,072

Top 5 countries with the most COVID-19 cases:
USA

INDIA

BRAZIL

RUSSIA

PERU

Total confirmed
cases

Total confirmed
cases

Total confirmed
cases

Total confirmed
cases

Total confirmed
cases

Total death toll

Total death toll

Total death toll

Total death toll

Total death toll

Total recoveries

Total recoveries

Total recoveries

Total recoveries

Total recoveries

6,328,054
189,699

2,359,111

4,370,128
73,890

3,398,844

4,162,073
127,464

3,572,421

1,037,526
18,080

854,069

Duterte: PH to buy cheapest
COVID-19 vaccine due to scarce fund

President Rodrigo Duterte
said the country may buy the
cheapest vaccine available due
to the government’s scarce
funds.
In a televised speech, the
President said he is anticipating
a coronavirus vaccine as early as
September.
He believes that all vaccines
will have the same effect.
“It’s there. I think it’s Moderna,
it is a US company, I think they
are ready by September. Sinovac,
China is also ready,” Duterte said.
“Kung sino magbigay ng mura
dun tayo pupunta. We know we
don’t have much money, kung
mahal masyado, we will go for the
less expensive ones,” he added.

The Bayanihan to Recover as
One Act or BAYANIHAN 2 has
allocated Php10 billion for vaccine
procurement.
It also gave the go signal
to the Health Department to
purchase vaccines that have
yet to undergo phase 4 trials or
the post marketing surveillance
stage.
The bill however assures
that the vaccine should be
recommended and approved by
the World Health Organization.
Duterte earlier said the
Philippine government will
shoulder the vaccine for Filipinos.
He also thanked Russia for
its offer to provide COVID-19
vaccine.

Harry Roque in self quarantine after
aide tests positive for COVID-19

691,575
29,976

529,751

*Source: Johns Hopkins University and Medicine

Latest COVID-19
figures in the UAE:

Latest COVID-19
figures in the Philippines:

Total confirmed cases

Total confirmed cases

Total death toll

Total death toll

Total recoveries

Total recoveries

*Source: Ministry of Health and Prevention

*Source: Department of Health

75,981
393

67,359
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245,143
3,986

185,543

Presidential Spokesperson
Harry Roque announced that
he is in self-isolation after one
of his aides tested positive for
COVID-19.
“I am on a self-imposed
quarantine because one of my
security aides tested positive
for COVID-19 on September 5,”
Roque said.
Roque however clarified that

the aide is only in charge of his
vehicle and the media people who
went with him do not need to go
on quarantine.
Roque visited Pasay City last
weekend to check on the city’s
COVID-19 efforts. Roque is the
assigned ‘big brother’ by the IATF
in the city.
He also said that he tested
negative for the virus.
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Children could carry COVID-19
for longer periods – US study
By Staff Report
A new study in the US has
theorized that coronavirus disease
(COVID-19) in children stays longer
than adults, South China Morning
Post reported.
According to the research
conducted by Children’s National
Hospital in Washington on 60
children tested for COVID-19, it
showed that the average time it
took for them to test negative was
25 days—a figure that is longer than
previous estimates, which Chinese

researchers said is only 18 days. For
adults, worldwide studies suggest
the median time to testing negative
is around 20 days.
In addition, one of the kids in the
hospital was found to have tested
negative only 62 days after being
infected.
“The takeaway here is that we
can’t let our guard down,” said Burak
Bahar, lead author of the study said
in a statement.
In addition, researchers theorized
that it will take 36 days for children to
build up enough antibodies to fight
COVID-19. However, half of those did
not achieve such during the period of
infection.
“With most viruses, when you
start to detect antibodies, you won’t
detect the virus anymore. But with
Covid-19, we’re seeing both. This
means children still have the potential
to transmit the virus even if antibodies
are detected,” Bahar added.
The researchers also noted that
much is still unknown and yet to
be studied about COVID-19 and its
effect on children.

Steroids decrease death rate among
severe COVID-19 cases – study

Russia’s COVID-19 vaccine ‘Sputnik V’ shows
strong immune response among participants

By Staff Report
Russian vaccine ‘Sputnik
V’ against the coronavirus
disease (COVID-19) has shown
to provide a strong immune
response for all of its 76
participants during the Phase I
and II trials, according to results
published in the international
medical journal, The Lancet.
Among the participants of

the third phase of the trials is the
daughter of Russian President
Vladimir Putin. “She feels well, and
the concentration of antibodies is
high. The main thing is to ensure
the unconditional safety and
effectiveness of this vaccine in the
future,” said Putin.
However, international experts
remain cautious regarding the
vaccine, stating that only a largescale clinical trial would prove if the
vaccine really was effective.

“Immune response might
not be directly proportional
to the degree of protection—
you can only find this out in
large-scale trials”, explains
Peter Openshaw, professor
of experimental medicine
at Imperial College London
(London, UK) as per reports
from The Lancet.
Sputnik V, named after Russia’s
successful Soviet-era space
program, is expected to begin
mass production this September
2020. The country aims to
provide 500 million doses of
Sputnik V per year. The vaccine
is being funded by the Russian
Direct Investment Fund (RDIF),
the country’s sovereign wealth
fund.
RDIF Chief Executive Officer
Kirill Dmitriev rebuffed Sputnik
V critics of questioning the
safety of the vaccine.
“Instead of looking into the
science behind the proven
adenoviral vector-based vaccine
platform Russia has developed,
some international politicians and
media chose to focus on politics
and attempts to undermine
the credibility of the Russian
vaccine,” said Dmitriev.

Cemetery in Indonesia running out of space due
to increased COVID-19 burials

Corticosteroid drugs reduce
risk of death from coronavirus
disease (COVID-19) by 20 percent,
according to various international
trials from researchers around the
world.
In a report by Reuters, analysis
of seven international trials from
Britain, Brazil, Canada, China,
France, Spain and the US found that
these drugs improve survival rates
of critically ill COVID-19 patients.
This has prompted the World
Health Organization to update its
recommendation regarding the
treatment.
“This is equivalent to around 68
percent of (the sickest Covid-19)
patients surviving after treatment

TFT Vol_7_issue_15.indd 7

with corticosteroids, compared to
around 60 percent surviving in the
absence of corticosteroids,” the
researchers said in a statement.
Janet Diaz, WHO’s clinical care
lead, said the organization has
updated its advice on treatment,
recommending steroids for severe
COVID-19 cases.
“The evidence shows that if you
give corticosteroids, (there are) 87
fewer deaths per 1,000 patients,”
she said in a live streaming event.
The organization’s updated
guidance said corticosteroids
should only be used in critical
cases, and not in mild cases as
these could bring more harm to
them than good.

A cemetery in Jakarta,
Indonesia is reaching full
capacity as the number of burials
due to coronavirus disease
(COVID-19) continues to increase
in the country, The Jakarta Post
reported.
East Jakarta’s Pondok Ranggon
cemetery said that only 1,100
burial spaces are left in its area
spanning 7,000 square meters.
“The capacity is likely to
be critical in mid-October,”
cemetery’s management officer
Mr Nadi was quoted Kompas.com
as saying.
He added that by October,
they may only be able to
accommodate about 380 to 400
bodies—a lower figure compared
to their average number of 700
bodies buried in a month.
Nadi said that in August, they
buried about 27 bodies a day due
to COVID-19.
“August 31 set a record, with 36

Photo for illustrative purposes only

By Staff Report

bodies buried that day, the highest
number ever since I was put in
charge in March,” he stressed.
He also admitted that they still
have not yet come up with a plan
regarding reaching full capacity
by October, and only hopes that
the COVID-19 cases and death toll

would reduce so there would be
fewer bodies to bury.
Since Pondok Ranggon was
established as a COVID-19 burial
location in March, The Jakarta
Post reported that it has buried
2,623 bodies of people who died
from the disease.
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HEART OF SERVICE
Sam Bayat assures Filipinos that once
they enter the premises of Bayat Legal
Service, they will leave the doors with a
more informed mindset as they begin their
next plans on migrating towards a country
where they can spend the rest of their life
together with
.95their loved ones.
ML who
“We have already hired1x750
specialists
SELECTA
ICE CREAM
will be assisting me. With prior
reservation
ASSTD.
and based on certain criteria’s, we shall
maintain an open-door policy where you
can come, ask us questions and we’ll
provide you with computers, Internet and all

16

7.50

10.50

1x12's
GURES QUAIL EGGS

9.95

1x30's
FARMILA WHITE EGGS

AED

2.95
7.50

necessary tools needed to file your online
application. My team and I will supervise you
as you’re filling up the forms and will by your
side to answer any questions or concerns,”
said Bayat.
Banking on over 27 years of experience
since 1993, Filipinos are assured that they
will only get professional advice that they
need in order to ensure that they will fulfill
their dream of heading towards Canada.
“We at.50
Bayat Group, are always ahead,
24x20 GM
leading the industry with our knowledge
NESCAFE 3 IN 1
and business expertise insuring
our clients
CLASSIC COFFEE
receive personal, prompt, and high-quality
solutions/proposal to full fill their individual,
family and business needs. Clients new or

27

19.50

7.50

1x1.8 LTR.
TURNA REFINED
SUNFLOWER OIL

old may take confidence knowing that
they will receive the upmost professional
consultancy and legal service, as a
matter of tradition,” assured Bayat.
Filipinos who wish to visit Bayat Legal
Services must make an appointment
through the following contact details:
Telephone: +(971) 4 355 4646
Mobile: +(971) 52 551 5579

9Bayat
.95
10x30also
GM aims to
Legal Services

AED

3.95

AED

4.95

5.00
14.50

AED

AED

9

13
AED

AED
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Filipinos can also learn and get guidance
on the requirements such as an educational
assessment credential application, language
proficiency test and more.
“With my years of experience in the
immigration service industry, I have
observed several clients’ application journey
and witnessed them promised with false
.95In my opinion this scheme says a lot
hopes.
1x450 GM
about Mr. Bayat’s agenda in this ball game.
SADIA CHICKEN
He wants nothing
more BL/SL
than give people
BREAST
the real help they need, with nothing in
return. This is a real game changer to the
immigration consultancy industry, brings me
great joy to be a part of it,” said Marquez.

AED

Many Filipinos in the UAE have
home,” said Sam Bayat founder and owner
thought of migrating to a country where
of Bayat Legal Services.
they can both earn a living and attain
FILIPINO-FOCUSED ADVICE
a permanent residency leading to
Amongst the individuals that Filipinos’
citizenship.
fromhelp
can
One of the top countries that always
sseek
t
0 from at Bayat Legal Services
r
a
t
s isthMaricar
pt.‘2
n
e
Marquez,
come to mind amongst OFWs is Canada
o
S
i
77 an immigration case
t
mo on 9processor
1 16who has witnessed the plight of
2
rocitizens
- with their endless benefitsPas
2
m
4
a
:00 ivery 0her fellow Filipino expats who have wished
and residents. However, many
11OFWs
l
e
d
or even
to migrate towards Canada.
have doubts lingering if theyFare
“His plan and vision is to offer free legal
qualified or eligible to migrate to another
advice to people interested in partaking
country.
in Canada immigration program as skilled
Equipped with almost three decades
applicants. Mr. Bayat set it up where people
of providing migration assistance, Bayat
can come and consult with specialists. I
Legal Services, previously Canada Legal
was ecstatic and inspired, eager to be part
Services, located at 23rd Floor, Al Moosa
of this exciting initiative. I know in my heart
Tower II, Trade Centre area, Sheikh
that this is my calling. Right from the start
Zayed Road in Dubai, will be giving pro
I saw his vision and his intentions to give
bono or free legal advice to OFWs who
back to the community. This is a way to help
are planning to migrate to Canada as
people mold their stepping stone and aspire
skilled workers.
their dreams to migrate to Canada,” said
“The idea is simple: we want to
Marquez.
empower people to make the right
She ensures that each and every
decision for their future and in the
.95 saving them by hiring
Filipino who
will be visiting the Bayat Legal
meantime
.95
6x1.5 LTR.
2x170
Services office in Dubai
willGM
be provided
unnecessary service providers and
MAI DUBAI
LAYS
CHIPS
with a focused, one-on-one
consultation
spending their hard
earned
savings.
BOTTLED
WATER
ASSTD.
where they will be given free assessment,
We have stood strong in the industry as
guidance, and legal advice regarding
experts and we would like to ensure that
Canada’s federal skilled-worker program.
you pick the right country as your new

AED

Bayat Legal Services to provide pro Bono legal advice for OFWs planning
to migrate to Canada as skilled migrants

7.50

LEMON
SQUARE for
extend their pro bono
assistance
CHEESE
Filipinos back home
in theCAKE
Philippines
and expand their services back home in
the long run to help more Pinoys achieve
their dreams of reaching Canada.

BAGSAK PRESYO: Crazy affordable deals at New W Mart Supermarket
until September 15
Filipinos planning to buy groceries for
1 can of 340gm Purefoods Corned Beef: AED 5.95
KITCHEN NEEDS:
the month of September can maximize
2 cans of 400 ml Aroy-D Coconut Milk: AED 9.99 400gm Nestle Coffee MATE original: AED
each dirham they spend at the New W
6.50
Mart’s
ongoing Super Savers promotion!
BATHROOM ESSENTIALS:
.95
24 sachets with 20gms each of Nescafe 3 in
.50
.50
2x400 ML
.50
.50
GMSoap Bar: AED
3x180 GM
New W Mart, located at Mohd. Saif
4 pieces of 135gm1x500
of Dove
1: AED 19.50 1x1 KG
4x155 GM
AMERICAN HARVEST
UFC SWEET FILIPINO
CENTURY TUNA
Mohd. bin Shafar Building 1 at Al Barsha
14.50
UFC
TOMATO
SAUCE
1.8
ltr
of
Turna
Refined
Sunflower
oil:
AED
555
SARDINES
COCONUT CREAM
STYLE
SPAGHETTI
SAUCE
ASSTD.
SWEET
FILIPINO
in Dubai, will be providing products and
6 boxes of 150 ply of Soft n Cool Facial
ASSTD.
7.50
groceries you need at home with free
Tissue: AED 7.50
5kg of Jasmine Queen Rice: AED 10.50
home delivery in Dubai!
1 pack of 1kg UFC Tomato Sauce: AED 7.95
Shoppers can definitely enjoy a variety
1 pack of 500g UFC Sweet Filipino Style
ASSORTED FOOD ITEMS:
of Filipino products and ready-to-eat
Spaghetti Sauce: AED 4.95
500g sailor Crab Balls: AED 11.95
Filipino food delights at very reasonable
2x1 ltr bottles each of Datu Puti Vinegar and
2 bags of 170gms of Lays Chips: AED 7.50
prices. These include Filipino favorites
Datu Puti Soy Sauce: AED 7.50
1 can of 380gm Stik-O Chocolate Waferstick:
such as Pinoy Spaghetti, Siomai, Pancit
6 pieces of 1.5 ltr of Mai Dubai Bottled Water:
AED 7.95
Bihon, Pancit Palabok, Sapin-Sapin,
AED 4.95
1 pc of 450gm of Sadia Chicken Breast
Kutsinta, and baked goods such as
(Boneless and Skinless): AED 3.95
Cheesecake, Ube Macapuno Cake, Yema
12 pieces of Gures Quail Eggs: AED 2.95
LAUNDRY AND TOILETRIES:
Cake, and more!
30 pieces of Farmila White Eggs: AED 7.50
180ml Cream Silk Conditioner: AED 6.50
Here are the items you shouldn’t miss:
Lemon Square Cheese Cake: AED 7.50
1.5 kg of Tide Detergent Power: AED 10.95
CANNED GOODS:
.50
1pc.50
of 750ml of Selecta Ice Cream: AED 10:50 .00
.50
.95
Shoppers2x1
whoLTR.
wish to learn about New
1x5 KG
1x380 GM
1x1.5 KG
GMHarvest
2 cans of 400ml of1x340
American
Goldilocks Assorted Cakes and Pastries:
W Mart’s latest
New W Mart
also features
New W TIDE
MartDETERGENT
is located at Mohd. Saif
DATUoffers
PUTI can keep themselves
JASMINE
QUEEN free home
STIK-O
CHOCOLATE
PUREFOODS
Coconut Cream: AED 6.95
From AED 3.50 onwards
VINEGAR+SOY
SAUCE
RICE
informed
by
sending
a
message
to
their
delivery
and
now
has
an
app
that
can
be
WAFER
STICK
Mohd.
bin
Shafar
ASSTD. Building 1 Opposite
CORNED
BEEFAED 4.95
4 cans of 155gm 555
sardines:
1 box Original Tipa’s Bakery Hopia Ube,
WhatsApp hotline: 056 538 6060 or through
downloaded through the App Store and
Abidos
Hotel
Apartments at Al Barsha
3Promotion
cans of 180gm Century
8.95 9th Mongo,
valid Tuna:
onlyAED
from
to 15thpandan
September'20,
or until stocks
last. number
• Offer
till stocks last • Purchase
limitfor
may
applydevices.
• Product images are forinillustration
AED 14.95
their landline
at 04valid
221 1677
Google Play
android
Dubai. purposes only,
and the actual numbers or brand and model may change without prior notice. • All prices are inclusive of 5% VAT.
Promotion on fruits & vegetables valid from 9th to 12th Sept. ‘20, or till stocks last.

barsha@newwmart.com
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7.50

SAVE & SEND

“BE THE FIRST ONE TO KNOW ABOUT OUR OFFERS”

056 538 6060

4.95

15

10.50

New W Mart Supermarket
Opposite Abidos Hotel Apartments - Dubai
04 221 1677
https://goo.gl/maps/pdeW7HtALrKrySK37

AED

AED

AED

AED

DOWNLOAD & ORDER FROM OUR APP

7.95

13

8.95

18
AED

7.95

8

AED

5.95

9

4.95

10

AED

AED

9

6.95

6

AED

AED

8

10.95

925790
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Transform simple Filipino recipes to delicious delights with ABEVIA
Many Filipinos enjoy the
simple yet fulfilling pleasures of
home-cooked meals since they
know for themselves what goes
in their food.
And now, they can achieve their
goals to not only savor the flavors
of the Philippines, but also enjoy
a nutritiously filling meal as they
infuse Abevia Evaporated Milk into
their viands.
Here are the Pinoy viands to
choose from:
Creamy Chicken Pastel. Imagine
sautéed succulent pieces of
chicken drenched in creamy
milky goodness that give a savory
vibe to each bite – this delicious
fusion of chicken, milk, assorted
vegetables and other ingredients
is what makes the Creamy
Chicken Pastel a go-to choice for
special occasions.
Filipinos can now make every
day extra special and even more
nutritious by including a can of
Abevia Evaporated Milk into their
Creamy Chicken Pastel recipe that
will definitely give the viand a lipsmacking taste.

Filipino Chicken Curry. The Filipino
iteration of the Curry gets its kick
from select spices that not only
provide is iconic yellow color, it also
gives the dish its distinct taste that’s
loved by many Filipinos and expats
around the world.
Infusing Abevia Evaporated Milk
into this delicious recipe levels up
its saucy goodness that’s filled with
nutritious benefits as the creaminess
and spices from the curry seep in
to the very meat of your chicken –
regardless of whether you opted for
boneless or bone in cuts.
Pinoy Gelatin. Kids of all ages, and
yes – even kids at heart, will always
remember their mom’s or tita’s
llanera with that delightful, pinkcolored dessert - the classic Pinoy
Gelatin! What’s great is that this only
requires a few ingredients to make
this delicious iconic dessert.
Simply fuse two cups of Abevia
Evaporated milk with a jello mix
along with two cups of boiling water
and you’ll have the base mixture of
your gelatin. From here, you can now
add sugar according to your sweet
tooth’s preferences, as well as other

ingredients such as pineapples,
raisins, fruit cocktail, and more.
Find Abevia at your nearest
convenience store today. Available
at Westzone, Safeer, Al Madina, Kenz
and groceries near you.

Abevia Evaporated Milk is made
from 100% quality ingredients from
Europe without any preservatives and
no added sugar.
Its unique low cholesterol formula
loaded with Protein, Vitamins A

and D, and Calcium, brings you
a creamy, tasty, and healthy
experience.
Add Abevia - Add Goodness to
Life.

Savor Mooncake delights from the Far East at WeMart starting at AED6

Autumn brings not only cooler
temperatures in the UAE – it also
ushers in the delights of the annual
Mooncake Festival, where Filipinos
and many other expats get to enjoy
the delicious taste of Mooncake for
the season with a variety of flavors
available at WeMart Hypermarket.
Filipinos and expats can easily

TFT Vol_7_issue_15.indd 9

visit WeMart Hypermarket to grab
their favorite flavors of their mooncake
available with over 12 different flavors
to choose from, starting from only AED6
+ VAT.
Here are the flavors to check out:
Red Bean Paste w/ Salted Egg yolk.
Mooncake’s classic taste which is a
must-try for first-timers. Available for
6.00 AED+VAT.
Mung Bean Paste
w/ Salted Egg yolk. A
delicious Mooncake
flavor filled with
munggo beans with a
salted egg yolk at the
center. Available for
6.00 AED+VAT
Pepper and

Salted Nut Mooncake. Spice up your
mooncake delights with this flavor.
Available for 6.00 AED+VAT
Mango Flavored Winter Paste. A
sweet dessert fused with your favorite
mango delight. Available for 6.00
AED+VAT
Salted Egg Yolk. Enjoy your mooncake
with this savory treat. Available for 6.00
AED+VAT
Pineapple Flavored Winter Melon
Paste. This mooncake fuses the flavors
of sweet and sour pineapple with the
winter melon’s tasty paste. Available for
6.00 AED+VAT

Black Sesame Seed. Fancy a black
sesame seed-filled mooncake? Enjoy
this unique treat available for 6.00
AED+VAT
Coconut Paste. Delicious coconuts
transformed into a sweet paste

within the
mooncake.
Available
for 6.00
AED+VAT
Lotus Seed
paste w/
Salted Egg
Yolk. Another
unique
variant that
WeMart offers is this mooncake that
mixes the Lotus Seed’s paste with salted
egg yolk at its center. Available for 6.00
AED+VAT
Honey Melon.
Just when
you though
cakes couldn’t
be sweeter
– enjoy this
Honey Melon
mooncake
from WeMart
available for 7.00
AED+VAT
Red Date: Tapping on the Middle
Eastern fruit delight, this Red Date
mooncake is available for 7.00 AED+VAT
Five-Kernel: This unique mooncake
fuses different kinds of tasty kernels in
one treat you shouldn’t miss. Available

for 12.00 AED+VAT
Be sure to grab your Moon Cakes
as these limited edition cakes are
only available on a first-come,
first-served basis. So head over to
WeMart’s branches at Clock Tower
and Baniyas to enjoy your very own
Moon Cake as soon as you can!
Search @wemartuae on Facebook
and Instagram to access more
exciting offers from WeMart
Hypermarket.
For the exact location, just search
“Wemart Hypermarket” in Google
Maps.
Location: Port Saeed Building, Deira
Clock Tower Area, Dubai, near Deira
City Center Metro Station.
Contact Numbers: 04-2359002 /
04-2386266
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Pinoy captain of missing cargo ship in Japan due to
come home to meet 4-month-old son for the first time

A three-year-old girl was swept
away by a kite to the sky following
a violent gust of wind at Hsinchu’s
Nanliao Harbor in Taiwan.
The incident took place during
the kick-off event of the 2020
International Kite Festival.
The northwestern city is also
famous for its high winds.
A gust suddenly sent a kite flying,
but it pulled the girl into the sky,
much to the attendees’ surprise.
The girl swung violently into the
air for several seconds before she
was pulled back to the ground.
A group managed to bring down
the girl when she fell, and the

crown started shouting.
The girl sustained minor
injuries and scratches. She was
immediately brought to the
nearest hospital.
The city council has decided
to cancel the event after the
traumatic incident.
“The city government team
offers its sincere apology to the
victim and the public,” Mayor Lin
Chih-chien said on Facebook.
The organizers said that the kite
was supposed to fly to the sky
carrying candies for the kids and
children were usually at a safe
distance.

Filipina widowed from Abu Dhabi blast
hopes husband’s remains reach PH,
seeks support for children’s education

The wife of Clark Gasis, the Filipino
who died in the recent explosion from
Abu Dhabi this week, hopes to head
back to the Philippines just to bring
her husband’s remains home.
“Gusto ko po sanang umuwi muna
para maihatid nang buo ang labi ng
asawa ko,” said Elna.
Now a widowed mother of two, she
also wishes to find ways so that the
government may help her kids begin
their studies after she brings her
husband’s remains to the Philippines.
“Yun sana hiling ko kung kaya
nilang suportahan yung mga anak sa
pag-aaral nila,” added Elna.
READ ON: At least 10 Filipinos
including 2 children injured in Abu
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Dhabi gas explosion—DOLE
The incident that took place in
Abu Dhabi last August 31 took the
lives of two Filipinos and injured 28
expats from different nationalities,
including 10 Filipinos – two of which
were children, according to reports
from the Department of Labor and
Employment (DOLE).
Earlier, Labor Secretary Silvestre
Bello III assured families of both
Filipino victims that they will each
receive PHP120,000 bereavement
assistance.
“They will also get insurance
benefits if they are qualified members
of the Overseas Workers Welfare
Administration (OWWA),” he furthered.

Facebook photo

Taiwan News

3-year-old girl swept away by large kite
By Staff Report
due to strong wind

Marielle Chunanon, the partner of the
ship captain of the missing cargo ship in
Japan, revealed to Reuters some of their last
conversations before they went off radar on
Wednesday.
Her partner Dante Addug was the captain
Gulf Livestock 1 that reportedly sank in
Southern Japan due to Typhoon Maysak.
The couple has four children and Addug
was set to come home next month to meet

his 4-month- old son for the first time.
According to the report, Addug informed his
partner that the typhoon has intensified and
caused the ship’s engine to fail.
“The typhoon is so strong up to now. Here I
am praying for the typhoon to stop,” addug told
Chunanon in a text message.
The ship was bound for China with at least 43
crew members on board—39 of them are Filipinos.
Chunanon said that she learned about the

By Staff Report
ship’s fate from posts of other crew members’
family.
“My body was trembling that time,” she
said. “Even if they lose internet connection,
he finds a way to message me. I’m getting
nervous while the time is running out,” she
told Reuters.
The Department of Foreign Affairs
announced that the Japanese Coast Guard
has temporarily suspended its search and
rescue operations for the missing cargo ship
in Southern Japan.
“The Department of Foreign Affairs (DFA),
through the Philippine Embassy in Tokyo and
the Philippine Consulate General in Osaka,
reports that in light of the expected arrival
of Typhoon 10 in Japan, the Japanese Coast
Guard has temporarily suspended its search
and rescue operations,” the department said
in its statement.
The DFA added that the two Filipino
survivors have been in contact with their
respective families.

Sister of OFW killed in Abu Dhabi blast: Sabi mo magsa-sama pa tayo sa Dubai?
By Staff Report
The Filipina who was killed in Abu
Dhabi gas leak explosion last week had
so many plans for her family, according
to her sister in the Philippines.
In an interview with the Filipino
Times, Rachel Bartoces said that
her family is still in denial about the
untimely death of their eldest sister
Merinner, 25.
“Iniwan mo na ako. Iniwan mo na
kami. Sabi mo kukunin mo ako para
makapagtrabaho din sa Dubai,” Rachel
said in grief.
She recounted that Merinner recently
asked her to process her passport.
“Pinapaasikaso mo lang akin ‘yung
passport ko nung kailan. Ngayon, ito

naman ang nangyari? Nalilito na ako,” she
said.
“Wala na akong magagawa kasi nangyari
na ito. Pero ang hirap matanggap,” she
said.
“Sana patuloy mo kaming gabayan kung
saan ka man papunta. Salamat sa lahat,
brader. Wala kang katulad. Salamat talaga

at pag-intindi sa sitwasyon ko. Salamat
sa lahat talaga, ” Rachel added.
She also wanted to migrate to
Canada and bring her entire family
there once settled.
“Ang dami niyang pangarap para sa
amin kaso ngayon nawala naman siya,”
Rachel said.

Student builds a Game Boy out of a watermelon
explained how

A student in Singapore has been recently
drawing public attention for playing his
customized Game Boy, which he built out
of a fresh watermelon.
In his YouTube vlog, Cedrick Tan

“It started off as a joke that I was telling

he housed a

friends and family — it just seemed like

playable Game Boy

something really funny to bring about in

Advance—which he

public and the icing on the cake would

calls MelonBoy—

be that its green! When it came down to

inside a hollowed-

actually making the Melonboy, it happened

out watermelon, and

to be really convenient seeing as the

played it in public

melon was very spacious on the inside

transportation and

allowing me to wire everything up with

stores to the amusement and stupefaction of
fellow passengers and residents.
Tan, a Business Analytics and Marketing

ease,” he told AsiaOne.
The student said he completed the
experiment in a month, and that he had to

major, told AsiaOne that the idea started off as

learn from scratch because he doesn’t have

a joke with his friends and family.

a background in electrical engineering.
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Malacañang: Nothing wrong with police
monitoring violators on social media

UAE-based Filipinos react to bill that pushes for OFW exemption
By by Jamille Domingo
from paying PhilHealth premiums
Many Overseas Filipino Workers (OFW)
based in the UAE agree that they should not
be mandated to pay the premiums of Philippine
Health Insurance Corporation (PhilHealth),
supporting the bill that aims to exempt them
from the agency’s compulsory contributions.
Recently, Albay Representative Joey
Salceda filed a bill seeking to reform
PhilHealth through the “PhilHealth Reform
Act of 2020” (HB 7578). Under this, there will
be a revamp in the embattled organization to
ensure that the Universal Healthcare Law will
be funded and get rid of corruption activities.
Salceda also pushes for the exemption
of overseas Filipino workers (OFWs) to pay
Philhealth premiums, saying that they are
not earning in the Philippines and there is no
direct benefit from the agency.
In the straw poll conducted by The Filipino
Times based on social media reactions, about
58 percent of netizens said it is unfair that they
are obliged to pay the premiums especially
since they have not directly benefitted from
it, and also because they feel discouraged
due to the widespread corruption allegedly
happening inside the agency.
“OFWs must not need to give [payment]
unless this will go to the family itself!!!!
Kaysa naman magbabayad silang kahit

only be monitoring social media posts which
are made public.
“Wala pong mali doon sa ginagawa ng
pulis kung tinitignan lang nila kung ano yung
mga naka-post sa social media. So yung
pagmo-monitor po hindi po ‘yan illegal. I
don’t think there’s anything wrong with that,”
he said.
According to Roque, people waive their
right to privacy the moment they post on
social media.
Philippine News Agency reported that
Integrated Bar of the Philippines president
Domingo Egon Cayosa said that police have
the power to check social media posts since
they are in the “public domain.”
However, the report added that human
rights groups have criticized the task force’s
plan to monitor social media, saying it’s a
violation of people’s privacy.

By Staff Report
Presidential Spokesperson Harry Roque
said Malacañang sees nothing wrong with
police officers monitoring social media to
spot possible quarantine violations like
parties and drinking sessions, Philippine
News Agency reported.
In a virtual press briefing, Roque said
he does not see the decision of the Joint
Task Force COVID Shield as an intrusion of
people’s privacy because it is not prohibited
under the Cybercrime Prevention Act of
2012.
“Well, alam niyo po yung Cybercrime
Act natin, nakasaad po dun ang
mga pinagbabawal. Hindi naman po
pinagbabawal ang social media monitoring,”
he said.
He added that police commanders will

ilang percent pa, hindi naman sila ang
gagamit!!!!” said April Sevillo.
Many OFW netizens also expressed frustration
about the law that mandates them to regularly
contribute to PhilHealth before they can get their
overseas employment certificate (OEC)—an exit
pass issued by Philippine Overseas Employment
Administration (POEA) that needs to be presented
to the immigration officer at the airport of exit in
the Philippines.
“Dapat ‘di yan required sa pagkuha ng OEC,
kung sino lang may gusto, magbayad sila. Pag
ayaw, ‘di huwag,” said netizen Cristina Mendoza.
UNREASONABLE AMOUNT
Mendoza, along with many other OFWs, also
said that the requirement to remit 3 percent
of their annual salaries to PhilHealth is also

unreasonable.
“Sobrang taas monthly, may nalalaman pang
3% at 5% sa sahod. ‘Di po pinupulot ang pera
sa abroad at ‘di lahat maayos ang trabaho iba
tiis na lang,” she said.
Lenegin D. Agustin, meanwhile, said that it’s
unfair for them to increase their contributions,
especially now that their salaries have been
reduced due to the pandemic.
“Huwag na sanang taasan pa kasi [ang
PhilHealth contribution kasi] marami kaming
mga OFW dito sa Middle East na hindi
kalakihan ang sahod, lalo na ngayong
pandemic reduced pa sahod namin,” she said.
OFW Arjie Butial also stressed that while
he is willing to pay, the unreasonable
amount and the corruption issues
discourage him from contributing.

MOVE IN NOW
TO EXPERIENCE ALL THAT
DEIRA HAS TO OFFER
DEIRA NOW

The Deira Enrichment Project elevates family living.
With spacious 1, 2 and 3 bedroom apartments, all
with access to gyms, rooftop pools, over 40 great
restaurants and 700 shops, as well as a transportation
hub; there really is no better place to call home.
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POSITIONS
VACANT

SCAN ME

FOR MORE JOB
LISTING
Security Guards
We are looking to hire security guards on Visit visa
who are available in U.A.E.
Job location Dubai.
Any Nationality
The Company Provide:
- Accommodation
- Transportation
- The food is not provide
- 2pairs of Uniform and shoes.
- Medical insurance
- Training for the SIRA
For more info, visit or contact:
+971505460925/+971509385923
===
Engineering Positions
Looking for the following positions:
HVAC engineer
mechanical engineer
Maintenance Supervisor
mechanical engineer
Electrician
For more info, visit or contact: margaret@
bhmproperty.com
===
Quantity Surveyor (Project based)
The Quantity Surveyor (QS) shall be required to
address the overall Quantity Surveying activities for
multiple contracts including but not limited to the
evaluation and preparation of payment applications,
variations, claims, etc., The QS shall be required
to collaborate and interface with the supporting
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departments to ensure the timely implementation of
relevant activities, submissions and reviews.
For more info, visit or contact: career@tamaspro.
com
===
Truck Operators
We’re looking for reach truck operators for our
client based in Dubai
No of staff required: 20+
Working location : Dubai
Working days: 6 days
Working hours: 9 Hours
Joining : Immediately
For more info, visit or contact: shams@dmcdubai.
com
===
Watchman
1- 2 years experience in related field Must be
speak English or Arabic.
Visa provided
For more info, visit or contact: falconjob4u@Gmail.
com or Whats App 0563605525
===
Chiller Compressor Technician
2-3 years experience in chiller compressor ( Over
Ruling ) technical work including pane board. Please
send cv to : falconjob4u@gmail.com / Whats App
: 0563605525
===
Cook
2-3 years experience in related field. Speak English
or Arabic, please send cv to : falconjob4u@gmail.
com / WhatsApp : 0563605525
===
Drivers
We are looking for Filipino Male Drivers with UAE
Driving License on urgent basis.
Attractive salary Package
Free Food and Accommodation
Employment visa will be provided
For more info, visit or contact: +971502227786
===
Sales Executive- Dubai
for a Facilities Management company
Salary-3500+incentives+transportation +mobile
allowance
Immediate joiners are preferred
Interested candidate share to this email
saleem.ranag@hotmail.com

www.filipinotimes.ae

===
Accountant
Urgent : Accountant with Sage X3 Mandatory
Experience: 2-3 years UAE experience in
Banking/Finance/Accounts and most important
should have very good experience in SAGE X3
software(mandatory)
Salary : AED 5000 to 6000 ( Depending on
Experience)
Benefits: As per UAE labour law
For more info, visit or contact: rland.uae.5@gmail.
com
===
Electro Mechanical Foreman
We are looking for an Electro Mechanical foreman
At least 5 to 10 years’ Experience should be
in Power Industry in maintenance of various
Mechanical and Electrical equipment’s
Experience in Operation and Maintenance of
Mechanical infrastructure and also experience in
troubleshooting malfunctions and blackouts and
repairing appliances, ensuring the smooth running
of upkeep or repair operations.
Should Have Qualifications in Electrical background
with possible experience in Mechanical Equipment’s
Applicants who are in UAE and available are
preferred
rony.zachariah@nesgt.com
===
Personal Assistant / Executive Assistant
* Minimum 8 years of secretarial experience
including business writing.
* Should have an experience assisting C level
Executives
* Should have good command in English advance
skills in MS Office (Excel & PowerPoint)
* Minimum 8 years of secretarial experience
including business writing.
* Should be available in UAE. (position is based
in Dubai)
For more info, visit or contact: recruitment@
drakescull.com
===
Procurement Officer
Responsibilities:
-Overseeing and supervising employees purchasing
request.
-Preparing plans for the purchase of equipment,
services, and supplies.
-Following and enforcing the company’s
procurement policies and procedures.
-Reviewing, comparing, analyzing, and approving
products and services to be purchased.
-Managing inventories and maintaining accurate
purchase and pricing records.
-Maintaining and updating supplier information
such as qualifications, delivery times, product
ranges, etc.
For more info, visit or contact: resume@mirakgroup.
ae
===
Medical Staff
We are Hiring for a new Hospital in Dubai:
Accepting CVs for Medical Staff with valid DHA
License or Eligibility in all specialties.
Applicants with UAE Experience will be given
priority.
For more info, visit or contact: careers@dmuh.ae
===
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RENTALS
Bed space available for rent in Jumeirah Beach
Residence for executive males and females
rent includes
single bed with mattress
separate cabinet
full equipped kitchen with all appliances
access for gym and pool
Starting from AED 1150
For more info, contact: 058 815 1966
===
Studio rooms for Family and bachelors rent in
Rashidiya, attach kitchen washroom.
Including DEWA, water parking.
Starting from AED 2000
For more info, contact: 052 461 4623
===
Room for rent for bachelor’s couple working ladies
please call urgently. Location Hamdan street behind
Al Salama Hospital. UAE X CHANGE Buildings.
Tourist club area.
Starting from AED 1800
For more info, contact: 055 456 2949
===
Rooms attached both rooms partitions are available
at Rigga
Family & Couples & Ladies Good for 2 person &
3 Person
24/7 security/cctv
clean and well maintain
Car pick up is available Down of Building
2 mints walk from Al Rigga Metro Station
Location: Beside Of Holiday Inn Hotel
SAME Building of Little Manila
Starting from AED 1400
For more info, contact: 056 800 1594
===
Furnished Serviced Accommodation in TECOM:
Bachelors Only – No Couples and Families.
- 2 min walk to Metro Station
- Superior furnishing with all amenities! Just bring
your bags and leave everything to us.
- Room includes your private TV for entertainment.
- Brand new building with Swimming Pool, Gym
and Sauna.
- DEWA, WI-FI & TV Channels all Inclusive in the
price.
- Includes Kitchen Appliances; Fridge, Cooking
Range, Microwave & Washing Machine.
- Includes twice a week general cleaning service
along with once a week change of bed-sheets,
pillow covers.
- Built-in wardrobes.
Starting from AED 2000
For more info, contact: 055 726 2338
===
Executive Bedspace Bechelor Rooms Available on
Dubai Border at Al Nahda in Sharjah.
Executive bed space available including all (sewa,
high speed wifi, botim, cocking and cleaning
facilities included)
wardrobes.
Starting from AED 700
For more info, contact: 050 767 6462
===
Looking for executive bachelor. Fully furnished
bedroom with attached washroom. Neat and clean
atmosphere. Convenient location. Rent is inclusive
of all utilities such as SEWA and WiFi. For viewing
pls contact.
Located at Abu Shagara at Sharjah
Starting from AED 1500
For more info, contact: 050 278 8760
===
VIP Executive bed space and partition available free
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parking near NMC Al Nahda 2 Dubai
DEWA Free l Wi-Fi Free I Kitchen Facilities 2 Big
Balcony l Fridge I Automatic Washing Machine D
Dining Table with Balcony sitting Built-in Wardrobes
l Individual Wardrobes, safe lock facility Near to
RTA Busstop, near to stadium Metro station RIA
busstop is nearby building Stadium metro is 3-4
mins by RTA Bus. Near to super market, commercial
restau- rants (Laundry, All types of foods available),
walk-able distance for free parking. Access to clinic
(2 mins) Access to gym (3 mins)
Starting from AED 1050
For more info, contact: 055 465 3647
===
Female Bedspace in a Female Only Apartment.
2 girls in a room.
Located at Al Barsha 1, in Dubai
Starting from AED 2000
For more info, contact: 052 365 8737
===
Executive bed spaces and separate partitions are
available for males in front of city Max hotel Mall
of Emirates
2 min walk to mall of emirates
*note please its 4 people room
We provide
1 Dewa
2 Wi-Fi
3 cleaning
4 Fully equipped kitchen
5 cooking gas
6 Mattress
7 separate wardrobe
Starting from AED 999
For more info, contact: 050 319 7374
===
Bed space in Barsha,MOE, opp.Lulu,5 min from
metro, all included. Very neat clean and quiet place.
HI speed internet better than any other bed space.
Starting from AED 800
For more info, contact: 055 899 3084
===
Partitions now available located at Al Rigga, Deira.
Not crowded.
Building is with CCTV’s.
Kitchen is big.
Centralized A/C.
service will be available 24/7 hours
2 mins walk from Al Rigga metro station.
Location: Beside of Holiday in Hotel, near Al Rigga
Station
Car pick up is available down of building
Starting from AED 1500
For more info, contact: 056 186 3092
===
Executive ladies bed space available including all
(sewa, high speed wifi, botim, cocking and cleaning
facilities included)
Separate wardrobes.
Located at Al Nahda, Sharjah
Starting from AED 700
For more info, contact: 04 873 6262
===
For Asian bachelors,normal room, room attach
bathroom/balcony, hall/balcony, near Sedar in
Khalidiya in Abu Dhabi.
All inclusive. In flat central AC with free complete
facilities (internet ,electricity, water, automatic
washing machine, fridge.
Starting from AED 2000
For more info, contact: 052 804 5692
===
Bed space & complete 1/2 BHK units in hotel
apartment Bur Dubai with h/keeping available
, rent including DEWA & net , facility swimming
pool , gym, sauna & car parking , nearby Al Fahidi
metro station , opposite to golden sands 5 hotel
apartments Bur Dubai.

Starting from AED 2000
For more info, contact: 056 142 4626
===
Room available at Al Barsha in Dubai near Mall of
Emirates.
Price Negotiable
Alternate days cleaning
Free access to internet / home appliances
Building has swimming pool & Gym
Clean & Quiet flat
Starting from AED 1700
For more info, contact: 056 997 1360
===
New Apartment all Amentias are brand new..
International City : CBD Bldg. Rivera Dreams /
AL DANA
All in Dewa & Internet - with (separate CR, Balcony,
Sauna Bath, Gym & Pool)
Starting from AED 1049
For more info, contact: 056 268 5707
===
Looking for Filipina Bedspacer.
Flat located at Muraqqabat in Deira.
Bed space costs starting from AED 700
For more info, contact: 056 315 6615
===
This is a neat and clean apartment for singles or
couple. Rooms with Bath Attached. Not crowded
and very comfortable.
Starting from AED 1800
For more info, contact: 052 723 3376
===
Neat clean and cheap bed spaces in various
apartments with three different & convenient
options only for Men.
Facilities are included in all above rents:
One minute walk to the Metro
Close to Laundry & Pharmacy
Nice good quality new beds and mattress
Cupboards
Kitchen with all new equipment
Automatic washing machine
Fridge for each room
Iron stand with Iron
Free DEWA
Free high speed internet
Free cooking gas
Free Pool
Huge balconies
Groceries, laundries, pharmacies and supermarkets
are down to building
Starting from AED 1100
For more info, contact: 058 153 3088
===
Bed space available for bachelors.
Located at Zen Bldgs 1-37 at Discovery Gardens,
Jebel Ali in Dubai.
Starting from AED 1444
For more info, contact: 055 409 9315

with all new furniture ,beds , closets , side tables ,
kitchenware etc.
Starting from AED 1,500
For more info, contact: 04 245 0376
===
Luxury apartment only for ladies on (Mall Of
Emirates)...ready to move in Apartment / Furniture
brand new.
Very clean environment....
Next to Metro!
NO extra charges, and all are included swimming
pool, gym are absolutely free.
Regular cleaning service twice per week!!!
Starting from AED 1100
For more info, contact: 055 190 6699
===
Bedspace available for men’s near Pond Park, Al
Nahda 2 (Dubai)
Including DEWA, Internet, Gas, Mattress & Locker
Furnished kitchen
CCTV camera
2 balconies
Bus stop is next to the building
Buses : f21, x13, 22, 24 & f08
Starting from AED 499
For more info, contact: 050 201 8297
===
Spacious room, balcony separate toilet. Furnished
. very neat &clean. Washing machine, high speed
internet. Kitchen facility. good residential location
near by supermarkets etc. Free parking area,
utility bills equally divided. This flat is Located Near
Maysaloon Lulu Supermarket. Sharjah.
Only for one Bachelor.
Starting from AED 1300.
For more info, contact: 056 182 3148
===
Neat clean bed space is available inclusive all .Near
all public transportations, Carrefour, pond park,
gym, supermarkets and salons.
Starting from AED 600
For more info, contact: 055 727 9202
===
Bed space partition mall of the Emirates MOE Al
Barsha Metro
We have Kabayan only option and mixed nationality
also
Bed space for girls Also available
Starting from AED 1500
For more info, contact: 052 839 8695
===
Newly acquired flat! Brand new rooms and
executive single bed for girls available for rent
Spacious rooms fully furnished, All Brand new

JOIN OUR TEAM OF NURSES

WORK IN A FRIENDLY, PROFESSIONAL SUPPORTIVE ORGANIZATION

To All
HAAD NURSES
MALE/FEMALE

Flexible working hours, Competitive salary, Full Benefits

send your application happy-life@hlc.ae
or contact 03-7658-088
appliances, Brand new Furniture, Including DEWA/
High Speed Internet, Neat and clean, Calm and
quite, Not crowded, Good facilities and well
maintained building
3-5 minutes to Dubai Internet city Metro Station
or bus stop.
Located at Barsha Heights, TECOM.
Starting from AED 1250.
For more info, contact: 052 802 5913
===
Furnished Executive Bed space available at Hamdan
& Khalifa street. All facilities included Wifi, electricity,
water & cleaner twice a week.
Starting from AED 800
For more info, contact: 054 401 5727
===
Amazing Rooms And Bed Space For Rent In Tecom
only girls.
All inclusive. Swimming pool and gym available
in the building have amazing views 2 rooms with
balconies. The flat is new with new furniture,
cleaning once a week, with big kitchen.
Starting from AED 1300
For more info, contact: 056 433 4524
===
Ladies only: Bright and beautiful luxury bed space
available located at Barsha Heights, TECOM.
Fully equipped kitchen with dinning table, cooking
range, big fridge, cutlery, crockery, glassware & all
pots & pans with weekly maid service.
Starting from AED 1800
For more info, contact: 052 766 9873
===
Executive Single bed for ladies.
Two attached well fursnihed bedrooms.

All branded Bedset and spring mattresses.
Hygiene, Silent and peaceful environment.
Looking Girls who working in Executive job.
Located at Al Nahda in Dubai.
Starting from AED 550
For more info, contact: 055 849 7630
===
Spacious Rooms & Partitions With Balcony in a
clean, non-crowded, centralized air conditioned
flat, very near in Al Rigga Metro Station at a
reasonable prices. Very good location, accessible to
all your needs. Available for immediate occupancy.
Cooking stoves, fully automatic washing machine,
refrigerator, microwave, high speed internet already
available.
Starting from AED 1400
For more info, contact: 050 559 6565
===
Neat And clean bedspace available for one working
lady in a spacious room.
Only Working ladies are staying in the flat .
Rent is inclusive of Dewa and Wifi.
Sharing with 2 ladies only ,
Separate Bed with Mattress , Separate Wardrobe .
Located at Al Mankhool, Bur Dubai.
Starting from AED 1500
For more info, contact: 050 240 3275
===
Bed space and partition available in JLT cluster D
next to DMCC metro station. Very nice location
Free internet free dewa access to gym and
swimming pool
Cleaning twice a week
Starting from AED 1200
For more info, contact: 055 893 4837
===

===
New Bedspaces in clean apartment in Al Barsha:
Bed space in Clean and Tidy Quality Apartment. The
apartment 1 minute walking distance with Mall of
Emirates and Sharaf DG Metro Station.
One of the best locations near MOE with all kinds of
restaurants very near to the building
Quality Wooden beds with double closets with
movable partitions for privacy can be removed and
placed back again.
Full room options are available as well.
Separate flats for men and ladies
No bed space like this in Barsha.
Big Balcony .
Internet 32 mbps, and gas is free all included in
price
Building has Fully Equipped Gym and Summing
Pool.
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‘Mas mabuti pa tumahimik ka na’:
Lolit takes a swipe at BB Gandanghari
over revelation involving ‘Piolo’

By Staff Report
Talent manager and entertainment

also more than that. May feeling, eh. But,
it ended there when they realized may
mga tao sa baba. They stopped, and then

swipe at BB Gandanghari about her recent

bumaba na si Rostum,” BB said.

Padilla, had a “romantic affair” with a
famous actor he named “Jonathan”.
To recall, BB Gandanghari, who is now

This revelation, however, did not sit well
with several columnists including Solis.
In an Instagram post, Solis said in parts:
“Parang hindi naman maganda timing ng

based in the US, claimed in one of her

mga reveal niya at parang bitter lang siya sa

recent vlogs that Rostum and Jonathan’s

buhay kaya panay ang mga pasabog niya.

affair began in San Francisco for their

“Wala ng relevance ang mga sinasabi

stage play titled “Kristo” in 2001 with Piolo

niyang throwback story sa buhay ni

Pascual, Judy Ann Santos, Mat Ranillo III,

Rostum Padilla na para bang napakatagal

Alice Dixson and Rossana Roces.

ng panahon naganap kaya hindi na

BB Gandanghari however interchanged

gaanong pansin pa ng mga tao sa ngayon.

the use of the pseudonym “Jonathan” and

“Ang nakakainis nga marami pa ang

Piolo. It was not clear if she was referring to

nadadamay na pangalan dahil blind item

actor Piolo Pascual.

nga ang style ng kanyang pagbu bulgar.

She claimed that Rostum and Jonathan
kissed. “It was probably the most felt kiss.

The camp of Piolo Pascual is still mum
about BB Gandanghari’s claim.

Liza Soberano hits back at
netizen calling her ‘boba’
Kapamilya actress Liza Soberano did
not mince words after a basher insulted
her when she expressed her opinion
on President Rodrigo Duterte’s decision
to grant pardon to convicted killer US
Marine Lance Corporal Joseph Scott
Pemberton.
“So a murder[er]was just released
for good conduct. Are we supposed to
just forget that he killed Jennifer Laude
because he’s done some
good,” she said in a tweet.
A netizen then reacted on
Soberano’s comment.
“Ang boba pala ng
babaeng ito. Now naniwala
na talaga akong acting lang
[‘yong] kunwaring matalino
[siya],” the netizen said.
The netizen added that
Soberano should not meddle
on political issues.
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By Staff Report

It was deep, it was passionate, but it was

columnist Manay Lolit Solis has taken a
revelation that her former self, Rostum

Lloyd Cadena wished his UAE-based OFW father
could stay home for good

“Stick to your craft girl. Huwag
masyadong pahalata na wala kang
alam sa basic comprehension on laws &
current events,” the netizen said.
Liza sarcastically responded on the
tweet.
“Ouch ang sakit nasaktan ako,” she said.
Apart from Soberano, Miss Universe
2015 Pia Wurtzbach also shared her
thoughts on the issue.

YouTube sensation Lloyd
Cadena had been very vocal
on how much he wanted his
parents who are both working
as Overseas FIlipino Workers
(OFWs) in the UAE to settle
home for good.

This is perhaps one of the
reasons why the late YouTube star
has become a household name
among OFWs.
First, he was able to get his wish
for his mother, but he was not able
to do the same for his father, who

works in Abu Dhabi.
In one of his vlogs last year,
Lloyd shared the difficulties of
being a child of an OFW.
He said how he wished his
father would decide to finally
settle home for good after working
abroad for so many years. “Dapat
mag for good ka na kasi, Pa,”
Cadena told his father Jun while
they were on their way to the
airport last August 2019—almost
a year ago before his untimely
passing on September 4.
He also shared the hardships
they had to go through every
time their parents leave them to
work abroad.
“Ganito talaga ang malungkot
na buhay ng OFW yung ihahatid
mo yung mahal sa buhay sa
airport,” he said.
Cadena died after he tested
positive for COVID-19 and had
suffered a fatal heart attack.

‘Inosente ako’: Gladys Guevarra’s BF breaks silence,
denies stealing money from her
The ex-boyfriend of singer and
comedienne Gladys Guevarra has
finally addressed the accusations
against him.
To recall, the comedienne took
to Facebook live video accusing
Leon Sumagui of taking away
her money from her online food
business.
In a 12-minute Youtube video,
Sumagui said that he has no
intentions of hiding or running
away from Guevarra. He said that
he is constantly in touch with the
singer’s cousin and brother on
issues involving money.
“Hindi ko naman inakala na
aabot sa eskandalo ito. Akala ko
mareresolve ito sa pag-uusap
lang,” he said.
Sumagui then answered all
the points and issues raised by
Guevarra on her video.
He said that the money paid for
the orders on September 3 which
Gladys claimed was missing has
already been remitted to her.
Sumagui said that he already
coordinated with the singer’s
brother in all the transactions that
need to be settled.
He also denied ransacking their
office and deleting important files
for the food business.
“Wala po ako sinira o binura.

Nagmamadali akong umalis noon
and baka may nahila lang sa power
cord ng computer pero maayos yun,”
he added.
Sumagui also defended his
reasons why he chose not to speak
with Guevarra anymore.
“Mahirap po na tuwing nag uusap
kayo laging may nakatutok na
kutsilyo sayo,” he said.
He also said that he was committed
to her when they together and had
no other women, as the comedienne
claimed.
He denied the gold-digging claims
and said that he never asked money
from Guevarra.

“Iyong kotse ko na 2007 model
binenta ko para mabili yung
iPhone 11 na gusto niya. Ngayon
bumili ako ng lumang kotse para
may magamit ako, sabihin niyo
sino ngayon mukhang pera,” he
said.
In the end, Sumagui said that
he will not say anything bad to
discredit Guevarra. “Hindi ko
siya sasaktan pero napakahirap
niyang mahalin,” Sumagui ended.
Sumagui used to work as a
dance and later on became
a social media producer for a
defunct GMA variety show, that’s
when the two of them met.
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ACROSS

DOWN

1.
6.
9.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
21.
23.
24.
25.
28.
30.
35.
37.
39.
40.
41.
43.
44.
46.
47.
48.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

50.
52.
53.
55.
57.
61.
65.
66.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.

Ballroom dance
Fuss
Leading actor
Ablaze
Whelp
Physical energy
Large bird
Witness
Decorate
Act as president
Connected
Pig pen
Sodium Chloride
Seafarer
Indirect suggestion
Felt hat
Musical work
Close
Push back
Part of the neck
Complete range
Strain
Avarice
Roofing material
Leg joint
Three-dimensional sound
effect
Tide
Make a mistake
Supplication
Drunkard
Poisonous organic compound
Withdrew
System of reasoning
Fish eggs
Nimble
Representative
Anger
Taut or rigid
Walk through water
Snakelike fish
Command

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
15.
20.
22.
24.
25.
26.
27.
29.
31.
32.
33.
34.
36.
38.
42.
45.
49.
51.
54.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
67.

Bend out of shape
A great distance
Exist
Braid
Celestial point opposite the
nadir
Part of a church
Owed and immediately payable
Musical drama
Pop
Slow running pace
Unit of area
Rip
Waver
Perishing
Kind of fairy
Staying power
Holding device
Separated
Currency of India
Orderly
Writing table
Speak up
Cite
Change
Oracle
Reign
Annoy persistently
Portray
Past times
Edible tuber
Spooky
Large feline
Talon
System of exercises for body
and mind
Matured
The cube of three
Highland dance
Peel
Additional or different to this
Cervid animal
Metal-bearing mineral
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Sound decisions will clear
the way for further progress.
Pisces (February 19 - March 20)

Aries (March 21 – April 19)

Don’t keep your thoughts to yourself this week, Pisces. The reality-based Taurus
moon enhances your need for important exchanges, and her beneficial link to
the self-confident sun and opportunity-bringing Jupiter offers promises progress
stemming from your conversations. Social scenarios run with ease this week, as
well as a general pleasantness and uplifting essence in the air that’ll leave you
feeling reinvigorated.
Lucky Color: Bright Ube Purple
Lucky Numbers: 01-03-07-10-21-49

Monday’s skies put the pep back in your step, Aries. The moon trots through
practical Taurus, priming you to get down to business and activate your natural
talents towards your personal projects. Luna spends the day being uplifted by the
joint efforts of the self-confident sun and buoyant Jupiter, making it easy for you to
push your career agenda forward and create solid work.
Lucky Color: Pastel Purple
Lucky Numbers: 04-17-25-26-35-40

Gemini (May 22 – June 20)

Cancer (June 21 – July 22)

This week’s skies offer quiet, inwardly-rewarding moments for you, Gemini. The
moon meanders through peace-seeking Taurus, calling you away from your social
life and asking you to touch base with the parts of you that crave a recharge. Luna
spends the day forming a pact with the confidence-building sun and faith-instilling
Jupiter, creating a relaxed, uplifting mood to benefit from behind the scenes.
Lucky Color: Ash Gray
Lucky Numbers: 05-07-13-26-36-48

It’s easy to ride the good vibes in the air this week, Cancer. The moon treks
through stable Taurus, aligning with the self-affirming sun and big-dreams Jupiter,
making it easy to embrace a happy-go-lucky mood. Any interaction requiring an
exchange and convincing words should be in your favor this week. You’re craving
a connection to community and friends too, so don’t spend the day alone!
Lucky Color: Deep Sky Blue
Lucky Numbers: 03-05-16-27-37-40

Virgo (August 23 – September 22)

Libra (September 23 – October 22)

As a Virgo, you canoccasionally find yourself married to your routine. This week’s
skies encourage you to step away from your workload and the same ol’ mundane
tasks, as the moon treks through peace-seeking Taurus. Try adventuring to
somewhere you’ve never been to break the monotony. Luna’s friendly link to
uplifting Jupiter and the sun make it easy to harness fresh creative inspiration
from your explorations.
Lucky Color: Byzantine Red
Lucky Numbers: 04-07-35-41-45-48

Don’t expect to be your regular social-butterfly self this week, Libra. You need
peace and quiet, as well as deep intimate contact with other people. This week’s
skies offer you rewards on the internal level, rather than out in the real world.
The moon roams through sensual Taurus, aligning with the self-confident sun and
good-mood-boosting Jupiter. Keep it pensive, intimate, and real to fully embrace
this day’s gifts.
Lucky Color: Jasmine Yellow
Lucky Numbers: 13-21-26-40-45-46

Sagittarius (November 22 – December 21)

Capricorn (December 22 – January 19)

This time of year is all about career advancement for you, Sagittarius. This week’s
skies offer a prime opportunity to get ahead with your personal achievements, as
the moon trots through down-to-earth Taurus. Luna receives a wealth of support
from the self-confident sun and faith-instilling Jupiter on her path, giving you all the
energy you need to pour yourself into your workload and be happy with the results.
Lucky Color: Sandy Brown
Lucky Numbers: 09-12-18-22-39-46

This week’s skies are perfectly primed for your self-expression, Capricorn. The
moon meanders through stable Taurus, spending the day alongside optimismboosting Jupiter and the self-affirming sun, creating an atmosphere that
significantly boosts your self-confidence and ups your charisma in all social
settings. Talking to the right people can get you far this week, so don’t hide your
light!
Lucky Color: Medium Blue
Lucky Numbers: 13-22-26-28-33-48

Aquarius (January 20 – February 18)

Taurus (April 20 – May 21)

Your home is likely to feel like a sanctuary for you this week, Aquarius. The moon
roams through stability-craving Taurus, summoning you homeward for a period
of quiet reflection and connection to your closest of kin. Spending the day
beautifying your environment helps you reap major internal rewards of peace, as
the moon is aligning with good-vibes Jupiter and the self-sustaining sun.
Lucky Color: Beaver Brown
Lucky Numbers: 08-15-16-21-22-34

Anything you apply yourself toward should work out in your favor this week,
Taurus. The moon spends the day roaming through your sign, signaling an inner
need to cover your own bases first before giving to others. Luna’s pleasant link
to the sun and to optimistic Jupiter offers great opportunities for self-expression,
making you hard to miss and easy to embrace in any social setting.
Lucky Color: Banana Yellow
Lucky Numbers: 02-05-17-18-29-30

Leo (July 23 – August 22)

Scorpio (October 23 – November 21)

Opportunities are likely to be rolling in around career matters this week, Leo. The
reality-based Taurus moon has all eyes on you and turns your attention towards
your current set of ambitions. Luna’s link to dream-big Jupiter and the self-affirming
sun make it easy to make big strides forward with your workload. Don’t be afraid to
ask for what you want or share your personal projects!
Lucky Color: Old Lace White
Lucky Numbers: 16-27-29-38-39-44

Partnership has been an area of your life undergoing considerable growing pains,
Scorpio. This week’s skies offer the opportunity to smooth things over and enjoy
romantic reverie once more, as the moon treks through your opposite sign of
simplicity-craving Taurus. Luna spends the day shaking hands with optimistic
Jupiter and the self-affirming sun, imbuing all of your social exchanges with a
beneficial feel.
Lucky Color: Tropical Rainforest Green
Lucky Numbers: 09-10-18-20-38-47

SUDOKU

www.dailysudoku.com

WORD SEARCH
http://heavy.com/

ANIMALS IN THE AMAZON

Can you find the hidden words? They may be horizontal, vertical,
diagonal, forwards or backwards.

SOLUTIONS TO LAST WEEK’S PUZZLE & SUDOKU

ADDER, ALLIGATOR, ANACONDA, ANOLE, ASP, BOA CONSTRICTOR, BUSHMASTER,
CHAMELEON, COBRA, COPPERHEAD, CORAL SNAKE, CROCODILE, FLYING DRAGON, GARTER
SNAKE, GAVIAL, GECKO, GILA MONSTER, GRASS SNAKE, IGUANA, KOMODO DRAGON,
LIZARD, MAMBA, MONITOR, PYTHON, RATTLESNAKE, SKINK, SNAKE, TEGU, TERRAPIN,
TORTOISE, TUATARA, TURTLE, VIPER, WATER MOCCASIN.
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5.95

1x340 GM
PUREFOODS
CORNED BEEF

9.50

7.95

7.50

2x1 LTR.
DATU PUTI
VINEGAR+SOY SAUCE

Promotion valid only from 9th to 15th September'20, or until stocks last.
Promotion on fruits & vegetables valid from 9th to 12th Sept. ‘20, or till stocks last.

DOWNLOAD & ORDER FROM OUR APP

barsha@newwmart.com
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1x30's
FARMILA WHITE EGGS

4.95

15.50

10.50

AED

7.50

13.50

4x155 GM
555 SARDINES
ASSTD.

1x5 KG
JASMINE QUEEN
RICE

7.50

9.95

24x20 GM
NESCAFE 3 IN 1
CLASSIC COFFEE

AED

AED
AED

9.95

AED

7.95

1x12's
GURES QUAIL EGGS

19.50

8.50

1x1 KG
UFC TOMATO SAUCE
SWEET FILIPINO

2.95
7.50

27.50

1x750 ML
SELECTA ICE CREAM
ASSTD.

AED

10.50

10.50

10.00

1x380 GM
STIK-O CHOCOLATE
WAFER STICK

1x450 GM
SADIA CHICKEN
BREAST BL/SL

AED

AED

AED

AED

4.95

1x500 GM
UFC SWEET FILIPINO
STYLE SPAGHETTI SAUCE

5.00
14.50

18.50
AED

AED

9.95

6.50

2x170 GM
LAYS CHIPS
ASSTD.

AED

6.95

2x400 ML
AMERICAN HARVEST
COCONUT CREAM

7.50

3.95

16.95

AED

AED

8.95

AED

4.95

13.95

6x1.5 LTR.
MAI DUBAI
BOTTLED WATER

AED

AED

7.95

9.95

AED
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8.95

10.95

1x1.8 LTR.
TURNA REFINED
SUNFLOWER OIL

10x30 GM
LEMON SQUARE
CHEESE CAKE

3x180 GM
CENTURY TUNA
ASSTD.

1x1.5 KG
TIDE DETERGENT
ASSTD.

• Offer valid till stocks last • Purchase limit may apply • Product images are for illustration purposes only,
and the actual numbers or brand and model may change without prior notice. • All prices are inclusive of 5% VAT.

SAVE & SEND

“BE THE FIRST ONE TO KNOW ABOUT OUR OFFERS”

056 538 6060

New W Mart Supermarket
Opposite Abidos Hotel Apartments - Dubai
04 221 1677
https://goo.gl/maps/pdeW7HtALrKrySK37
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